
Robert Smith 
Oracle Database Administrator (contract)

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Team player very dedicated in work environment worked for over 8 years as
an Oracle Database administrator, having hands on experience in database
administration, production support, installation, configuration, upgrades, 
performance tuning, backup and recovery, cloning, space management.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Oracle Database Administrator (contract)
ABC Corporation -   August 2013 – Present 

Responsibilities:

 Supporting multiple databases for production, development, test and 
staging purposes on sun Solaris and Windows environments.

 Implemented switchovers on primary and standby databases as a part 
of planned maintenance activities.

 Implemented dataguard, creating both logical and physical standby 
databases in 10g and 11g RAC environment for a production database.

 Installing Oracle golden gate on rhel and setup table level replication as
well as ddl replication too.

 Migrate database across different servers and platforms using 
transportable tablespaces and data pump export/import and perform 
database refresh and RMAN cloning.

 Planned and implemented disaster recovery solutions using Oracle 
standby database/data guard and performed data replication using 
golden gate technology.

 Rebuild indexes, table partitioning, tuning memory usage and SQL 
tuning using explain plan, SQL trace, tkprof and statspack for best 
performance.

Oracle Production Support Database Administrator
ABC Corporation -   March 2011 – July 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Monitored different databases and application servers using oracle 
enterprise manager (oem) 10g grid control.

 Loading data from flat files to database using sqlloader, external tables.
 Automated the processes like moving files, managing alert log, efficient 

backup by developing unix scripts.
 Extensively used awr, addm and explain plan for periodic performance 

tuning.
 Implementing datapump, conventional export/import utility of oracle 

11g, 10g for re-organizing databases/schemas/tables to improve the 
performance.

 Used import/export utilities for cloning/migration of small sized 
databases and datapump import/export to move data between 9i and 
10g/11g environments.

 Implemented proactive monitoring using tuning pack, diagnostics pack, 
and statspack, sql trace &amp; tkprof, explain plan.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Oracle, Linux, AIX, 
Solaris, Windows

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)

https://qwikresume.com/resume-samples/
https://qwikresume.com/free-resume-template-usage-guidelines/


Education

Bachelor's in Physics - (University Of Yaounde)OCA - (Oracle 
University)
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